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Lounge Collections

At Shumaker PDT, our award-winning staff provides you with unparalleled design expertise to make your day magical. 

As a full-service event production company, Shumaker uses dramatic lighting, fabric elements and audiovisual displays 

to transform your wedding into an unforgettable success. 

Packages include the items listed along with labor for installation and removal. 

      

Hues of charcoal, slate and ivory upholstered furniture, combine with wood and glass accent tables to create a 
sleek and comfortable lounge for guests. A choice of Hadley or Rosaline sofa, Iris Oatmeal Side Chair or Ivory/Grey 
Slipper Chair (pending availability). Each package is accompanied with accent pillows (in-stock pillows only).

The Neighborhood Collection

Chestnut Hill Package
Two sofas, four chairs, four end tables, two coffee tables, two fl oor lamps, nine-foot by twelve-foot rug, accent pillows

$1,075

Stevens Package
One sofa, two chairs, two end tables, one coffee table, two fl oor lamps, six-foot by nine-foot rug, accent pillows

$675

West End Package
Two sofas, three end tables, one coffee table, one fl oor lamp, nine-foot by twelve-foot rug, accent pillows

$800

East Side Package
One sofa, two chairs, one coffee table, one fl oor lamp, six-foot by nine-foot rug, accent pillows

$600

Warm tones of mocha and espresso sofas and tables create a feeling of comfort and relaxation for guests.

The Mahogany Collection

Mocha Package
Three sofas, two end tables, one coffee table, nine-foot by twelve-foot rug, accent pillows

$900

Espresso Package
Two sofas, Two end tables, one coffee table, six-foot by nine-foot rug, accent pillows

$700

Clean lines and a classic color palette mix to create a great stage set for a panel discussion or presentation.

The Prestige Collection

Executive Package
Four black chairs, one coffee table, two end tables   

$525

Discussion Package
One charcoal sofa, two black chairs, two end tables, one coffee table, accent pillows

$600

Q&A Package
Two black chairs, one end table  

$325

Dialogue Package
Two black barstools, one stainless hightop table  

$225

Creative Package
Two charcoal sofas, four black chairs, two end tables, one coffee table, accent pillows

$950
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The Contemporary Collection features furniture with sleek lines creating an airy, chic feel in any space.  

The Contemporary Collection

Modern Art Package 
Two white ottomans and one acrylic end table convey contemporary elegance.   
   

$375

Urban Opulence Package  
Two white sofas with chrome legs, two acrylic end tables and one acrylic coffee table imbue sophisticated glamor 
that is sleek and fresh. 

$825

Clean Cut Package
Four white armchairs with chrome legs, two acrylic end tables and one acrylic coffee table with clean lines create 
a modern, minimalist collection.    
   

$700

Warm toned wooden benches in a traditional style.    

The Garden Collection

Courtyard Package 
Two wooden benches add character to your event and are perfectly at home in a contemporary or 
traditional, aesthetic.     
    

$175

Contemporary Design Package  
One white sofa and two white armchairs with chrome legs, two acrylic end tables, and one acrylic coffee table 
catch the light and add glimmers of interest to any event.    
   

$775

Sleek Style Package  
Two white sofas with chrome legs and two white rectangular ottomans are accompanied by two acrylic end tables 
and one acrylic coffee table to create a sculptural feel of subtle sophistication.     
   

Mod White Q&A Package  
Two modern white bar stools fl ank a stainless steel high top table perfect for a question-and-answer 
style conversation.   
       

$975

$175

A dark-stained natural wood slat frame with ivory cushions create the perfect outdoor lounge vignette.

The Al Fresco Collection

Natural Package
One loveseat, two chairs and matching wood slat coffee table

$400
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Delivery costs will apply. Please check with your sales representative for details.
We also offer unique, custom design services for couples who desire an extraordinary event experience.

      

Prices are subject to change.

Vibrantly colored furniture adds a mid-century vibe when combined with natural wood and glass tables to create a 
chic lounge collection. Choose from multiple color chairs, including navy, orange and yellow barrel and armchairs.

Vibrance Collection

Vivid Package
Includes one couch, two chairs, one coffee table, two end tables, and a fi ve-foot by seven-foot rug

$585

Radiant Package
Includes two couches, one coffee table and two end tables and a nine-foot by twelve-foot rug

$585

Energetic Package
Includes four chairs, one coffee table, two end tables, and a nine-foot by twelve-foot rug

$575


